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Motivation
Sovereign bonds: a safe asset?
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•

Sovereign bonds issued by developed countries had long been considered a safe
haven for institutional investors’ assets.

•

The euro crisis has reminded us that the debt of the highest-rated countries can
be volatile
Fiscal deficits in the G-7 countries widened to 5 - 15 % of GDP in 2009.
The net general government debt of these countries is projected to rise to their
highest levels in many decades (Gruber, 2013)

•

“Risk-free sovereign bonds are no longer considered something that exists” (PRI,
2013)

•

“If yield differentials reflect different default risks across states, they would be
useful indicators for an efficient allocation of funds and a deterrent for
irresponsible fiscal policies” (Codogno et al, 2003)
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Literature
Sovereign bonds and country credit risk
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• The traditional determinants of a country’s yield spread:
 Fiscal and macroeconomic conditions => credit risk
 Size and depth of government’s bond market => liquidity risk
 International factors and risk aversion
 Increasing importance of country specific factors and country credit risk
since 2007 (Barrios et al 2009, Mody 2009)
• Country credit risk explained by macroeconomic variables:
 Debt burden and Fiscal variables (Bernoth et al 2012, Gruber et al
2012)
 Openness and terms of trade (Maltritz, 2012)
 Financial health (Mody, 2009)
 The debate on the stable and significant determinants of sovereign bond
spreads is far from settled
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Literature
Sovereign bonds and country credit risk
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 Even before the eruption of the sovereign debt crisis in Greece,
policymakers and market participants had begun to focus on the potential
effects of deteriorating (irresponsible) fiscal positions on government bond
yields and, by extension, private capital formation and economic growth
• Other determinants of a country credit and public finance risk/responsibility:
 Governance factors:
o Political instability (Matei et al 2012, Hatchondo & Martinez, 2010)
o Tax evasion (Artavanis et al, 2012)
o Corruption (Connolly, 2007)
 Environmental performance:
Scholtens (2010), Margaretic and Pouget (2014)
 Social performance:
Mapplecroft (2014)
 Recent research on “qualitative” ESG, factors to explain sovereign bond
spreads
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ESG and bonds markets
Several papers on corporate bonds and ESG factors:
Bauer et al.(2010): Firms with good employee relations have a lower cost of capital,
Bauer and Hann (2011): Green firms have a lower cost of capital
Oikonomou et al. (2013): higher CSR means lower spreads, esp. for long-term bonds

Few academic papers on sovereign bonds and ESG factors:
Margaretic Pouget (2014): focus on emerging markets, show that government bond
spreads do depend on extrafinancial information
Drut (2010) : on OECD countries, SR sovereign bond portfolio without significant
diversification cost

• Professional research: AXA IM (2013) , Union Investment (2012) MSCI (2012) :
ESG factors are hardly integrated into country credit rating because :

• they are often considered qualitative (soft) as opposed to quantitative
(hard) information
• and the link between ESG and default probability is difficult to establish
(rare events)
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Research question & findings
• Central question: Does the ESG performance
of developed countries affect their borrowing
cost?

• Main finding: Country ESG scores appear to be
a significant predictor of sovereign bond
spreads
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Data
Panel data of 23 OECD countries, from 2007 to 2012
• Country's borrowing cost : Yield spread
• The difference between the interest rate the government
pays on its external US dollar denominated debt and the
rate offered by US Treasury on debt of comparable
maturity
• Country's performance on ESG criteria : Vigeo
sustainability country ratings (SCR)
• Control variables: Macroeconomic fundamentals
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Vigeo sustainability country rating
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Themes taken into account by dimension
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Vigeo sustainability country rating
Themes taken into account by dimension
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•

For each rating, Vigeo selects several criteria representing either commitments or
quantitative realizations.
• For each criterion, countries are rated on a scale ranging from 0 to 100 (the best
grade).
• For the commitment criteria, i.e. the signature and ratification of treaties and
conventions, the grade is: 0 if the country did not sign, 50 if the country signed but did
not ratify, and 100 if the country signed and ratified.
• For the quantitative criteria, a score is computed such that: the 10 percent of worstperforming countries obtain a score of 10, and so on
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ESG variables
Which quantitative indicators weigh more in the SCR ratings ?
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ESG determinants of SCR
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Variables: bond spreads and controls
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Countries borrowing cost measured by yield spread = difference between the
interest rate the government pays on its external US dollar denominated debt and
the rate offered by US Treasury on debt of comparable maturity.
2, 5 and 10 year maturity

7 country specific controls:
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Financial and extra-financial ratings
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A high level of correlation is found between extra-financial (Vigeo) and
financial ratings (S&P).
Countries with the highest ESG scores also boast the best credit ratings
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Bond spreads and sustainability ratings
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High ESG countries have
low sovereign bond spreads.
Longer maturity is
associated with lower bond
spreads.
(higher yields on loans with
longer maturities, to cover
the risk of lending over
longer periods.)
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Methodology & Results
• Model specification

Fixed-effect panel model
Robustness checks (S&P rating and residuals from SCR estimates)
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• Inflation and reserves to imports ratio significantly increase sovereign
borrowing cost, while S&P credit ratings significantly lowers spreads.
• The coefficient associated with the sustainability rating is negative and
significant. Thus, there is a negative correlation between the countries'
socially responsible performances and the cost of sovereign borrowing
(bonds spread).
• Countries displaying higher ESG indicators are rewarded by paying
lower sovereign borrowing costs.
• Results robust to alternative specifications.
• The impact of ESG indicators on the cost of sovereign borrowing is
more pronounced for bonds with shorter maturities
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Marginal effects
A unit rise in Vigeo SCR is associated with a marginal decrease of about
0.3 in the 2-year bond spreads, of 0.28 in the 5-year bond spreads and of
0.19 in the 10-year bond spreads.
This result implies that ESG ratings could be seen as a potential riskreducing, return-enhancing tool when added to the traditional
mix of financial and economic data and political risk (Kohut and Beeching,
2013).
Results consistent with existing literature
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Short run vs long run
ESG factors have a higher impact on the cost of sovereign borrowing
for bonds of shorter maturities => Qualitative factors more prone to arise in
the short run
Consistent with Bellas et al (2010): in the long run, debt and debt-related
variables, trade openness, and a set of risk-free rates, primarily determine
sovereign bond spreads, while in the short run, it is rather the degree of
political risk, corruption, and financial stability in a country that plays the
key role in the valuation of sovereign debt.
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The informational content of Sustainability ratings:
A number of variables seem to play an important role in determining a
country's ESG performance :
Electricity generation, Forest rents per GDP, Protected areas as a total of
territorial area, Social expenditure per GDP, Female to male labor force
participation rate, Health expenditure per GDP, Human development index,
Regulatory quality, Rule of law, Government effectiveness, Political
stability, Voice and accountability, and Corruption control.
Both investors and agencies may assign substantial
weight to these variables in determining ESG rating assignments.
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Conclusion
• This paper is among the first to examine the impact of government
ESG performance on the cost of sovereign borrowing.
• We show that higher ESG ratings are associated with lower borrowing
cost.
• Efforts to take qualitative factors into account in the investment decision
would decrease government bond spreads, an effect which is more
pronounced in bonds of shorter maturities.
• Avenues for future research:
Study how the sub-ratings affect the cost of sovereign borrowing
Extend the analysis and test for the robustness of the results with a wider
panel (more than 6 years)

